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Esping-Andersen outlines three Welfare-Stare regimes within OECD
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries:

Liberal welfare state: means-tested assistance, modest universal transfers,
modest social-insurance plans. Archetypical examples: United States, Canada
and Australia;

Conservative and corporatist regimes: preservation of status differential and
rights attached to class and status, state interferes only when the family’s

capacity to service its members is exhausted, the main beneficiaries are male
breadwinners. Archetypical examples: Austria, France, Germany, and Italy;

Social democratic welfare regimes: principles of universalism and de-
commodification of social rights extended also to the new middle classes,
fusion of welfare and work. Archetypical examples: Scandinavian countries.
The corporatist regimes are also typically shaped by the Church, and hence
strongly committed to the preservation of traditional family-hood. Social
insurance typically excludes non-working wives, and family benefits encourage
motherhood. Day care, and similar family services, are conspicuously
underdeveloped (…)
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Note: updated Eurostat data from Ferrera (2006) 
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The Italian welfare state model distortion originated in the 50’s and
exacerbated between the 80’s and the 90’s.

During the “30 glorious years” the family allowances decreased, the

unemployment benefits remained stable, and the pension expenditure
started its on-going increase.

Family as “safety net”
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Crisis between the 1970s and the 1980s

Raise of new kinds of needs related to the rapid aging of the population and to
the modification of the family structure.

The market showed strong deficiencies in providing response to a growing and
largely unfulfilled demand.

For these reasons, (social) co-operatives launched new initiatives to respond
adequately to unmet needs, especially in the field of work integration, health,
education, and personal services.

Early 90s the privatization process of the Italian welfare system began with the
aim of reducing the public management within the productive system and increasing
the international competitiveness of the country.

While public administrations maintained the financing function of allowances and
services, their management and production had been increasingly committed to
private non-profit organisations.

Hence, non-profit organisations started to innovate their organisational models,
embracing a specific productive characterisation (Fazzi, 2006).
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In 1991 the Italian Parliament enacted the law n. 381/1991, “Disciplina delle
cooperative sociali”, providing the legislative framework for a phenomenon that

had spontaneously developed in the previous twenty years in Italy (Borzaga &
Ianes, 2006)

A-type cooperatives, which offer a wide range of services (social, health, and
educational) to different groups: the elderly, minors, the disabled, drug
addicts, the homeless and immigrants

B-type cooperatives (WISE) , which produce goods or services in almost every
economic field with the purpose of providing employment to disadvantaged people

Social cooperatives can distribute dividends up to a certain limit (approx
around 3%, BFP+2,5%)

Social cooperatives are eligible to receive some fiscal advantages (e.g. their
social security contributions are tax-deductible)
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Impressive development of social co-operatives, thanks also to the role of the
public sector. Up to the moment there are 12.750 social cooperatives (Venturi
and Zandonai, 2015). )

In 2013 social cooperatives accounted for the 90% of social enterprises
(Venturi, P., & Zandonai, F., 2014).

This fact has not prevented other types of Italian third sector organizations
from developing social entrepreneurial activities, especially considering that
other socially and (partially) market oriented private organizations were
already operating in Italy long before the 1991 law.

Consequently, a broader law on social enterprise (Decreto Legislativo 155/2006
“Disciplina dell’impresa sociale”) has been enacted between 2005 and 2006.

The law on social enterprise widens the types of general-interest services to be
supplied and allows a wider range of organizations to be qualified as “social
enterprises”.
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The actual law on social enterprises is not supported by fiscal advantages. 

Organizations that want to acquire this qualification need to comply with the 
following requirements): 

-a total distribution constraint, to allocate profits to surplus operating funds 
(D.l. 155/2006, art. 3), 

-to produce more than 70% of their revenue in specific, socially oriented fields of 
activity (listed in art. 2), 

-to publish an annual sustainability report (art. 10). 

There are no evident advantages in acquiring this second level qualification, 
except for the opportunity to add the term “impresa sociale” to the legal name and 

use it in communication and promotion activities. 

Some advantages are connected to public tenders or grants specifically aimed at 
“imprese sociali” according to the law 155/06. 

Up to now, only 439 organizations have qualified. 
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The draft law foresees the following measures for social enterprises: 

-Redefinition of the social enterprise as a private enterprise with objectives of 
general interest, with the primary purpose of achieving measurable positive social 
impacts. These must be obtained through the production or trading of socially useful 
goods and services, utilizing social enterprises’ profits for the achievement of 

social objectives, including the adoption of participatory models;

-Mandatory qualification as social enterprise for those organizations that comply with 
the requirements (social cooperatives and their consortia);

-Expansion of sectors that carry out socially useful activities and identification of 
compatibility limits for commercial activities that have not social objectives;

-Possible remuneration for capital and profit sharing;

-Rationalization of the categories of disadvantaged workers in order to take into 
account new forms of social exclusion;

-Possibility for private enterprises and public administrations to undertake social 
positions in the administration boards of social enterprises (apart from a management 
role);

-Coordination of the discipline of social enterprises with the system regulating 
business activities carried out by socially useful non-profit organizations.
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During the activities of the EFESEIIS project we did:

8 interviews to stakeholders (policy makers, banks, consultants, incubators,
association of category)
1 focus group with stakeholders
1 focus group with 6 social entrepreneurs

9 semi-structured interviews to social cooperatives were done in another research
project in Pistoia (It is still a work in progress)

What comes out from this work concerning the law is the following:

-There is a widespread feeling that some interests groups are influencing the draft
law… banks, consultants, former politicians, etc.

A study done by Calò et al. (2015) on the proposed amendments shows that half of

them comes from the centre-left wing party (PD) and by the opposition party
(Movimento 5 Stelle) but few amendments have been proposed by the right-wing
parties.
The amendments show that there are politicians which want to keep the status-quo in
terms of dividend redistribution and others which advocate for a higher distribution
than the one currently possible (for social coop). The former usually come from
politicians near to the cooperative world that in some cases is afraid of loosing
its position.



-The reform of SEs in Italy might lead to increase the privatization of the welfare
state. (Social Cooperative member)

-If the reform will broaden too much the activities that can be performed to be
recognized as a SE, thus reducing the distinction between SEs and other
enterprises, I’m afraid there willl be a loss of identity in the cooperative world

(Social Cooperative member)

-If the profit distribution will be possible in limits higher than those currently
available to social cooperatives this might open to the entrance of new actors
interested in investing in a growing and “rich” market (especially the one

connected to the service for the elderly). This is a good opportunity for banks,
social investment funds. (Founder of incubator)

-We are not interested in distributing dividends, we are a small social
cooperative, we hardly are able to survive (Social Cooperative member)

-It is not clear to me how we should measure the social impact (Social Cooperative
member)



Conclusion

-While the first two laws (381/1991 and 155/2006) were more about legally
recognizing existing activities and answering the question “how do we
institutionalized this?”

-The new draft law appears to answer more to the questions “what do we want SEs to
be in the future?” and “how do we want to shape the welfare sector”? , and in the

answer to these questions other interest groups rather than SEs are playing a role

-It is not clear at the moment how the new SE law will shape the SE sector in
Italy.
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